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01Looking back on Busy Shapes 
and Crazy Gears 

Together, Busy Shapes and Crazy Gears have boasted hundreds of 
thousands of downloads and a pretty impressive list of awards. Both 
interactive digital play tables are grounded in the theories of child psy-
chologist, Jean Piaget, who believed that children construct meaning 
by interacting with the world around them.  It is this special connection 
to leading research in how children learn that truly captures the atten-
tion of parents all over the world!

Perhaps what is most awesome about the success of these apps is 
that they were based on very simple ideas that appeal to children’s 
natural desires and curiosities as they play. As the late Seymour 
Papert states, “the best use of games is to leverage their tendency to 
enhance learning.” That’s what we did. So subtly in fact, that learning 
became subconscious and most of all, fun!



01“Hit with the little ones instantly. Love the feature that allows for con-
tinuous play despite the little hands that grab the screen elsewhere.”

My 2 and 4 year old love this!

“My 20 month old (LOVES) this game. She asks for it by name and it’s 
helping her learn shapes, colours and sizes. Plus it gives me the op-
portunity to be proud of her amazing problem solving skills ;) I don’t 
buy a lot of games or apps, but this one is worth it.”

Phenomenal! 

“I was shocked to see how well my two-year-old did with this game. I 
can see it challenges him and he doesn’t quit until he gets it! love how 
fun and educational this game is.”

Great game

You had a lot to say about Crazy Gears and Busy 
Shapes, here are a few of our most cherished 
comments:

“My son loves this app! He’s a little over two but you can see him trying 
to figure it out and you can tell that it really gets the gears moving in 
his head :) Awesome app.”

Really gets the gears moving 
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Both projects have allowed the team at 
Edoki Academy to explore new facets of 
educational technology and discover new 
communities that our applications serve. 
For example, while working on Crazy Gears 
we got to develop a version designed spe-
cifically for children with cortical visual im-
pairment in partnership.  In Busy Shapes’ 
case, we tested with children with Autism 
and developmental delays all with the hope 
of ensuring that our digital play experienc-
es were accessible to all.

The idea for Busy Shapes 2 emerged when the 
team started thinking about how we could re-
imagine our classic play tables in 3D to create a 
learning experience that would not only dazzle 
kids with its graphics and interactions but in-
crease their spatial reasoning skills. 



WHAT IS 
SPATIAL
REASONING?

According to the National Research Council, “spatial thinking is 
integral to everyday life. People, natural objects, human-made 
objects, and human-made structures exist somewhere in 
space, and the interactions of people and things must be un-
derstood in terms of locations, distances, directions, shapes, 
and patterns.” In fact, this type of thinking serves as the foun-
dation for building the skills that are essential to solving com-
plex mathematical problems, especially in geometry. Further-
more, well developed spatial reasoning ability has also been 
linked to success in STEM subjects. 

The inspiration behind many of our apps, Maria Montessori, 
was a big believer in using manipulatives to give children the 
opportunity to engage in intellectual mathematical work. The 
classic game of tangrams is a great example. To complete the 
activity, children must use their spatial visualization skills to 
decompose an image, imagine how various shapes will look to-
gether and finally, compose an image from the shapes.

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/11019/learning-to-think-spatially-gis-as-a-support-system-in
https://books.google.ca/books?hl=en&lr=&id=5H9KCAAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP1&ots=kRto10pDBi&sig=0bbFPQ8gwlCSzJsplBp3q4ZUsyY#v=onepage&q&f=false
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WHAT IS 
SPATIAL
REASONING?

In recent years, many researchers 
have worked to understand the af-
fordances of digital technologies 
modeled after real life physical ex-
periences to increase children’s 
spatial awareness. 

The direct touch response featured on the iPad allows children 
to live different and interesting kinaesthetic experiences while 
the colourful graphics, soundscapes and carefully crafted edu-
cational scenarios stimulate their spatial reasoning in new 
ways! Busy Shapes 2 challenges children’s mind’s eye to not 
only select the correct hole for their shape but to predict how 
each 3D element in the game will be affected by their chosen 
course of action. 

http://www.pmena.org/pmenaproceedings/PMENA%2036%20PME%2038%202014%20Proceedings%20Vol%201.pdf


Children’s young minds are very impressionable and ripe 
for new knowledge almost from birth. As research from 
The Norwegian University of Science and Technology 
suggests, encouraging children to engage in meaningful, 
self-directed activity that stimulates their entire body and 
senses can give them a big brain boost and set them up 
for success later in life.

Technologies like iPads, Smartphones, or tablets, offer 
children exciting opportunities to explore subjects in ex-
hilarating ways and foster their natural curiosity. Just 
10-15 minutes of digital play per day can support a 
child’s cognitive growth. We invite you to join in on the fun 
to create special family memories with technology. 

DON’T FEAR 
THE IPAD

The important thing to remember when selecting digital 
tools and playthings for your kids, is that these technolo-
gies should put your kids in the driver’s seat by creating 
active and engaging learning experiences. 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/01/170102143458.htm


WORD FROM THE GAME’S
MAIN PROGRAMMER:
SceneKit is a solid and straightforward framework, with all the important 
features you would expect to find in a game engine. I quickly learned to 
navigate efficiently in XCode and create complex levels with the scene 
editor, using SceneKit’s efficient node architecture which gave me all the 
flexibility I needed to manipulate game objects in Swift and make Busy 
Shapes 2 come to life. Things only got better with the release of Swift 3 
later on, with syntax changes that made my code even more clean and 
comprehensible than ever before. I was worried that migrating to the new 
Swift / XCode versions would cause problems, but once again I discovered 
in amazement that my worries were for naught when my code was auto-
matically converted and everything kept working perfectly. 

From then on, we kept on bringing new creative ideas to the game and 
implementing them, to finally arrive at our current product, which I’m 
very proud of. In all honesty, my only regret in regards to  SceneKit is that 
I didn’t get the chance to be part of the team who created this wonderful 
framework. I am looking forward to future potential projects where I’ll get 
to work in the SceneKit framework, but also opportunities to work in 
SpriteKit, a framework I only have limited experience with but  which 
seems like a great tool to create 2D games.
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A New Generation of Shape Sorter is Born!


